High-resolution infrared spectroscopy of jet-cooled vinyl radical: symmetric CH2 stretch excitation and tunneling dynamics.
First high-resolution IR spectra of jet-cooled vinyl radical in the C-H stretch region are reported. Detailed spectral assignments and least squares fits to an A-reduction Watson asymmetric top Hamiltonian yield rotational constants and vibrational origins for three A-type bands, assigned to single quantum excitation of the symmetric CH(2) stretch. Two of the observed bands arise definitively from ground state vinyl radical, as rigorously confirmed by combination differences predicted from previous midinfrared CH(2) wagging studies of Kanamori et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 92, 197 (1990)] as well as millimeter wave rotation-tunneling studies of Tanaka et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 120, 3604 (2004)]. The two bands reflect transitions out of symmetric (0(+)) and antisymmetric (0(-)) tunneling levels of vinyl radical populated at 14 K slit-jet expansion temperatures. The band origins for the lower-lower (0(+)<--0(+)) and upper-upper (0(-)<--0(-)) transitions occur at 2901.8603(7) and 2901.9319(4) cm(-1), respectively, which indicates an increase in the tunneling splitting and therefore a decrease in the effective tunneling barrier upon CH(2) symmetric stretch excitation. The third A-type band with origin at 2897.2264(3) cm(-1) exhibits rotational constants quite close to (but at high-resolution distinguishable from) the vinyl radical ground state, consistent with a CH(2) symmetric stretch hot band built on one or more quanta of excitation in a low frequency vibration. The observed CH(2) symmetric stretch bands are in excellent agreement with anharmonically scaled high level density functional theory (DFT) calculations and redshifted considerably from previous low resolution assignments. Of particular dynamical interest, Boltzmann analysis indicates that the pair of 0(+) and 0(-) tunneling bands exhibits 1:1 nuclear spin statistics for K(a)=even:odd states. This differs from the expected 3:1 ratio for feasible exchange of the two methylenic H atoms but is consistent with a 4:4 ratio predicted for interchange between all three H atoms. This suggests the novel dynamical possibility of large amplitude "roaming" of all three H atoms in vinyl radical, promoted by high internal vibrational excitation arising from dissociative electron attachment in the discharge.